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HULL Schools Library Service (SLS) has 
been working with schools to support 
children develop their love of reading 
for over 55 years. 

Our offer includes filling your 
school's library, recommending 
the latest reads to support your 
school's curriculum and even 
a staff book club! 



ANNUAL LOAN 

Rre student's Imagination by filling your 
school's library with the latest fiction, classic 

tuts and engaging reference boolcs 



CLASS READ 

From The Gruffalo to Macbeth, from 
Northern Lights to The Secret Garden -
we have over 340 curriculum linked 
titles in stock 



Let us know the topics your 
pupils are studying and we 
will select a range of fiction 

and non-fiction books to 
pique their curiosity. 
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RESOURCE BOX 

Resource boxes include items that enable 
children to explore themes and ideas in 
books through physical objects 





SUPPORTING ADDITIONAL NEEDS 

All children should be able to 
enjoy reading for pleasure 
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CHATTER BOOKS 

Chatterbooks Is the UK's largest network of 
children's reading groups. 

Chatterbool<s 
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JAMES RECKITT HULL CHILDREN'S BOOK AWARDS 

Copies of the shortlisted James Reckitt Hull 
Children's Book Award arrive in Hull SLS 

schools in January each year 



ARTSMARK SUPPORT 



LIBRARY HEALTH CHECK 

Don't know where 
to start with your 
school's library? 
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STORYTIME SESSIONS 

Experienced Library 
literacy staff deliver 
story time sessions 
in your school 
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THE BIG MALARKEY FESTIVAL 

Hull's first children's literature festival takes 
place In East Parle In the Summer term 



AUTUMN/ SUMMER MEET UPS 

Have you found yourself in charge of 
the library and want advice? 

Or mayoe you just want to 
maKe sure you're getting tne 
most oat of you~ SLS 
memoerstii ? 



SCHOOL LIBRARY AWARD 

Does your school take pride In Its school's 
library? Get recognition through the 

SLS-UK School Library Award 



MUCH MORE AS WELL! 

Also available through Hull 
Schools Library Service: 
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